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Results are presented from kinetic modeling of Langmuir probe characteristics measured in the vicinity of a
conducting sphere, in a well controlled laboratory plasma. In the experiment, the interaction of a drifting
argon plasma with a conducting spherical sphere is studied using two cylindrical Langmuir probes located
upstream and downstream of the sphere. Plasma parameters upstream of the sphere are determined by
fitting an experimentally measured characteristic with the one obtained from simulations. Using the same
upstream plasma parameters as input in simulations, the characteristic computed in the wake of the sphere is
compared with the measured one. In addition to validating our simulation model for this type of experiment,
the comparison serves to illustrate the importance of effects often neglected in the interpretation of Langmuir
probe measurements, such as plasma with gradients and Earth magnetic field.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Experimental Low Energy Plasma for Hemispher-
ical Analyzer Nominal Testing (ELEPHANT) facility
at Dartmouth College was designed to understand the
interaction of plasma thermal particle detectors with
ionospheric-like plasma1. In an experiment, an argon
plasma is injected in a cylindrical vacuum chamber from
a plate located at one end, through 21 bore holes, each
one of radius 1.9 mm. After being injected, the plasma
expands radially to form a beam which then extends
over the full length of the vacuum chamber. The ves-
sel contains a conducting sphere located near the cylin-
der axis, approximately 50 cm from the plasma injec-
tion region, as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. In addition,
as shown in the figures, two movable cylindrical Lang-
muir probes mounted on a spin table are used to mea-
sure current voltage (I-V) characteristics at different lo-
cations near the sphere. The goal of the experiment is to
study plasma properties in the vicinity of an immersed
conducting body and thus develop a better understand-
ing of the physics relevant to satellite-plasma interaction
under well controlled laboratory conditions. More de-
tails about the experimental setup and plasma injection
can be found in articles by Frederick-Frost and Lynch1,
Gayetsky and Lynch3, and Fisher, et al.4. In the ex-
periment, the plasma density, electron temperature and
plasma potential were inferred from interpreting probe
measurements using Langmuir probe theory5.
ELEPHANT is one of several experiments made over

the years to study supersonic plasma flow around a
conducting body. Perturbations caused by spacecraft
in surrounding plasma are of interest because of their
impact on particle sensors. For LEO satellites orbiting
at supersonic speeds, these perturbations are partic-
ularly important in the wake of a satellite, which is
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FIG. 1. Inside view of the cylindrical vacuum chamber2. The
metal sphere is suspended by means of a thread and a hor-
izontal beam. The two Langmuir probes are supported by
thin and long cylindrical rods mounted to the spin table.

almost totally depleted of ions and neutral particles.
Due to their large thermal speed (larger than the
satellite speed) however, electrons can penetrate the
wake leading to a negative space charge density and a
relative negative potential in that region. This in turn
affects the collection of background plasma particles,
since practically no neutrals or ions can be collected, and
only electrons with energies sufficient to overcome the
potential barrier created by the wake negative charge
density, can be collected. Moreover, when an electron
probe is located in the wake, it collects electrons which,
in general, are decelerated and deflected by the wake
electric field, as well as by any sheath electric field at the
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probe itself. The importance of these interactions led to
several theoretical, laboratory, and in situ studies aimed
at better understanding the dynamics of supersonic
plasma flow near a material obstacle. For example
Jastrow and Pearse, considered the deflection of positive
ions around a negatively charged satellite to show that
the resulting drag on LEO satellites can be comparable
to that associated with neutral particle impacts6. A
review of ionospheric dynamics in the presence of
supersonic objects with various idealized geometries was
presented by Guerevich, et al.7. More recently, a number
of computational studies of spacecraft environment
interaction have been reported in the literature as,
for example, by Miyake, et al.8, Rehman, et al.9, and
Davis, et al.10. On a related topic several authors have
constructed models and provided analytic or tables
of computed Langmuir probes characteristics under a
variety of conditions, including low density collisionless
plasmas11, magnetized12,13, magnetized plasmas with
drift14, and plasmas drifting at supersonic flows15, to
name a few. Laboratory experiments conducted under
well controlled and diagnosed conditions have also been
made to benchmark theoretical and model predictions.
For example an early study by Clayden16, Stone17,18,
Enloe, et al.19, and Meassick and Chan20. An interesting
case of simulating a laboratory argon plasma by using
SPIS code has been studied21. In this study, simulation
results were compared with measured IV sweeps and the
orbital and radial motion models. It was determined
that radial motion models provide a better estimation
of the slow ion density, which are produced by charge
exchange reaction in the plasma tank. Finally observa-
tions have been made in situ, in order to understand
spacecraft environment interaction under actual space
plasma conditions. Without attempting an exhaustive
literature review we mention, for example, experiments
made with the Ariel I satellite by Samir and Willmore22,
on orbit experiments with the Gemini/Agena two-body
system by Troy, et al.23,24, on-board the space shuttle by
Raitt, et al.25,26, Murphy, et al.27, and Enloe, et al.28.

The goal of this paper is to propose a protocol for vali-
dating simulation results of supersonic plasma flow diag-
nosed with two or more Langmuir probes. Validation is
provided by the consistency between characteristics mea-
sured by the different probes at different locations, and
simulated characteristics, for a unique set of upstream
plasma parameters. Given these upstream conditions, it
is suggested that kinetic simulation results can then be
used to infer plasma parameters in a larger region be-
tween and around the probes. In order to achieve this
goal, simulations must be carried out under conditions
which are as realistic as possible, accounting in particu-
lar, for the detailed 3D system geometry, sheath electric
fields, density and temperature gradients, and possibly
magnetic field effects. This in turn should provide a more
reliable means of interpretation of Langmuir probe mea-
surements, which is independent of commonly made as-

sumptions such as a spatially uniform Maxwellian back-
ground plasma.

In the following, we use the particle in cell code
PTetra29 to calculate the characteristics of two probes
in a selected ELEPHANT experiment. A full de-
scription of our model is contained in the cited refer-
ence. The validity of PTetra has been ascertained for
different plasma conditions by reproducing known re-
sults obtained analytically30 or numerically using other
approaches15,31,32. PTetra results can generally be made
to agree with established results within approximately
1% or less. In summary, PTetra is an explicit electro-
static PIC code in which the simulation domain is repre-
sented with an unstructured adaptive tetrahedral mesh.
The main advantage of such a mesh is that it can be used
to account for realistic experimental geometries. In the
ELEPHANT experiment considered here, one probe is
located upstream of a conducting sphere, while the other
is downstream in the wake region. In these simulations,
only the electron density ne and temperature Te in the
injection region of the vacuum chamber are used as ad-
justable parameters. By fitting measured and computed
characteristics at the two probe locations using only these
two parameters in the injection region, the consistency of
our simulations is established, thus supporting the valid-
ity of simulation results between the two probes and in
their vicinity. Then by comparing simulated densities
and temperatures at the probe positions, with those in-
ferred experimentally with standard Langmuir probe the-
ory, the importance of carrying out custom simulations
is demonstrated.

Section II which follows, describes the specifics of the
simulations. The comparison of simulated and measured
I-V curves and plasma parameters are presented in Sec.
III. In Sec. III B, we discuss the importance of account-
ing for Earth magnetic field in the experiment. Finally,
in Sec. IV, we present a summary of our findings and
some concluding remarks.

II. NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE EXPERIMENT

The geometry of the experimental setup and simula-
tion mesh are constructed using the open source mesh
generator gmsh33. Our simulation domain accounts for
the main features of the experimental setup, as illustrated
in Fig. 2. It consists of a vacuum vessel, a sphere and
two small cylindrical Langmuir probes. The probe closer
to the source region is referred to as the upstream probe
whereas the one in the wake region, as the downstream
probe. The isolating probe supports, the spin table and
the connecting wires are not included in the geometry for
simplicity. The assumption made here is that owing to
the orientation of the probe posts (perpendicular to the
supersonic plasma flow) and the location of the spin ta-
ble (well below the axis of the chamber where the plasma
density is low), these structures should have a negligible
effect on plasma at the probe locations.
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FIG. 2. Geometry representing the experimental structures
constructed with gmsh2. In this system of coordinate, X is
out of the page.

The dimensions of the vacuum vessel and the relative
positions and sizes of the sphere and Langmuir probe tips
are shown in Fig. 2 and given in Table I. The parameters

TABLE I. Dimensions of the physical structures accounted
for in the simulations2. The positions of the central sphere,
and of the two probes are also given in the table.

Langmuir probe radius 0.16 cm
Langmuir probe length 1 cm
Sphere radius 5.08 cm
Plasma injection disc radius 18.4 cm
Chamber radius 61 cm
Chamber ends radius of curvature 106 cm
Chamber length 152 cm
Coordinates of the center of sphere (0, 5.87, 40.64) cm
Coordinates of the upstream probe (0.35, 5.87, 27.33) cm
Coordinates of the downstream probe (0.35, 5.87, 48.18) cm

of the injected plasma, including the local (Earth) mag-
netic field and neutral density are given in Table II. Neu-
tral particles are neglected in the simulations due to the
estimated relatively large ion collisional mean free path
> 1 m with neutrals, although we recognize that charge-
exchange ion populations may be significant in this ex-
periment. In this table, variables identified with “Fitted”
are those that had to be determined experimentally from
probe measurements. The first step in our simulations is
to determine the values of ne and Te in the injection re-
gion. This is done by computing the characteristic of the
upstream probe and selecting the electron density and
temperature in the injection region which best fit the

TABLE II. Measured and fitted plasma parameters2. Unless
stated otherwise, all simulation results are obtained with the
magnetic field given in the table.

Plasma drift velocity v⃗d ≃ 7500ẑ m/s
Ion temperature Ti ≃ 0.3 eV
Neutral density nn ≃ 8× 1017m−3

Plasma density np ≃ 1× 1011m−3

Local magnetic field B⃗ = (−11.45,−31.82,−6.02)µT
Electron density ne =Fitted
Electron temperature Te =Fitted
Plasma potential Vp =Fitted

measured characteristic. This is obtained by minimizing
the mean square difference between the computed Ic(V )
and measured Im(V ) currents as

D(ne, Te) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|Ic(Vi)− Im(Vi)|2 . (1)

In practice, D is minimized by a) computing D on a rect-
angular grid in the ne Te plane, b) identifying a point
near the minimum, c) computing D on a finer grid near
that point and d) estimating the minimizing values of ne

and Te from a parabolic fit. The resulting values of ne

and Te are then used to compute the upstream probe
characteristic, and compare it to measurements. The
consistency of our model is verified by using the same
values of ne and Te in simulations to compute the down-
stream (in the wake) probe characteristic and compared
it with the measurements. In the computer model, an
argon plasma is injected from the whole disc surface as
well as the contiguous lateral surface rather than from
the 21 bore holes in the injection disc as in the ex-
periment. The actual plasma injection through the 21
bore holes would be very difficult to simulate because a
much higher plasma density would have to be modeled
in each hole, characterized by significantly larger plasma
frequency and smaller Debye length than in the vacuum
chamber. As a result, a very fine mesh, sufficient to re-
solve each hole as well as the Debye length, would be
needed in the injection region. Finally, PTetra being ex-
plicit, and the fact that most particles should not cross
more than one cell in one time step, very small time steps
would be required. The sphere and the probes considered
here are at a distance of ∼ 50 cm from the 21 bore holes
of the plasma injector. It is assumed that this distance is
sufficiently large for the particle distributions at the posi-
tions of interest to be relatively independent of the exact
distribution at the injector. A drifting Maxwellian distri-
bution is then assumed for simplicity, for both electron
and ion species at the injection surfaces.
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III. I-V CHARACTERISTICS

In the computation of the I-V characteristics, both
upstream and downstream probes are biased simultane-
ously at discrete voltages with respect to the ground (the
vacuum vessel). This is different from the experiment,
in which characteristics are measured for only one probe
at a time. That is, when a probe is biased to different
voltages, the other one is left floating. By biasing both
probes to the same potential in the simulations, it is
possible to obtain the characteristics for both probes
with half the simulation time of what would be required
if each probe were biased separately. This procedure,
however, is valid only if one probes bias voltage has
negligible influence on the other probe characteristic,
that is, if there is no ‘crosstalk’ between the probes. In
order to assess crosstalk at locations shown in Fig. 2,
two cases were simulated. In the first case, the upstream
probe was biased to the highest voltage of +10 V, while
the downstream probe was left floating. In the second
case, the downstream probe was biased to +10 V, while
the upstream probe was left floating. Compared to
the simulations made with simultaneous biasing, case
1 showed no significant difference, and case 2 led to
an increase in the collected current by the downstream
probe by approximately 5%. It is therefore concluded
that crosstalk is negligible, and that the simplification
consisting of biasing both probes simultaneously to the
same voltage leads to characteristics that are within 5%
or less of the actual biasing procedure in which only one
probe is biased at a time.

A. Optimization of ne and Te in the injection region

Applying this approach to a selected experiment, the
optimized parameters are calculated to be ne = 1.25 ×
1011m−3 and Te = 0.647 eV in the plasma injection
region. A comparison between measured and com-
puted (using these optimized parameters) characteristics
is given in Fig. 3. In PTetra these adjustable parame-
ters are specified at the plasma injection region only, and
the plasma density and temperature are determined self-
consistently in the remainder of the vacuum chamber.
The good agreement between computed and measured
characteristics in the wake region, using parameters op-
timized to fit characteristics upstream of the sphere, pro-
vides evidence of the consistency of our kinetic simula-
tions. Using the above fitted parameters at the injection
site, a case is simulated without the probes to determine
the unknown plasma potential, electron density and tem-
perature at the probe locations. Cross sections of these
parameter profiles in the plane passing through the center
of the sphere are shown in Fig. 4. In all three cases, sig-
nificant spatial variations are found in the region of inter-
est. This to be contrasted with uniform profiles generally
assumed in the interpretation of probe measurements us-

FIG. 3. Comparison between the measured and computed I-V
characteristics for upstream (a) and downstream (b) probes.
In this comparison both computed characteristics are ob-
tained using the same plasma density and temperatures in
the injection region, which best fits the characteristic mea-
sured by the upstream probe.

ing theoretical or computational models. A comparison
of the electron density, temperature and the plasma po-
tential, inferred experimentally, with the corresponding
computed values determined from Fig. 4, is presented
in Table III for both upstream and downstream probes.
Experimentally the electron density, temperature and the

TABLE III. Comparison between the measured and computed
electron density (ne), temperature (Te) and plasma potential
(Vp) relative to the vacuum chamber at the upstream probe
(Up) and downstream probe (Dp) positions.

Parameters Measured Computed
Up Dp Up Dp

ne (m−3) 3.17× 1011 9.58× 1010 0.98× 1011 1.28× 1010

Te (eV) 0.45 0.54 0.64 0.47
Vp (V) 2.45 1.71 2.61 1.30

plasma potential were determined by fitting electron cur-
rents (measured current from which the ion current was
subtracted) with equation34

Ie = eneA

(
kTe

2πme

)1/2

exp

(
eV

kTe

)
, (2)

where A is the effective probe area, and the probe po-
tential V is assumed to be close to the plasma poten-
tial. We recall that this expression is based on a num-
ber of assumptions, including a collisionless electrons
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FIG. 4. Cross sections of the electron density (a), tempera-
ture (b) and plasma potential (c) profiles in the X −Z plane
passing through the center of the sphere. These profiles are
obtained from a PTetra simulation using the electron density
and temperature which best fit the characteristic measured
by the upstream probe.

described by a Maxwellian distribution function, and a
Debye length much smaller than the linear scale of the
probe. In the present study, the Debye length (1.9) cm
is approximately 12 times greater than the probe radius
(0.16) cm, for which the above assumption is not sat-
isfied. The comparison shows good agreement for the
electron temperature and plasma potential but the sim-
ulated and experimentally measured densities are seen
to be significantly different. In particular, the tempera-
ture and plasma potential at the location of the upstream
and downstream probes agree within 30%. The ratios
between measured and simulated densities, on the other
hand, are of order 3.3 for the upstream probe and ∼ 7.5
for the downstream probe. This larger difference found
for the downstream probe is consistent with the fact that
the wake is a strong gradient region under the influence
of the sphere electric sheath, and particle distributions
there are likely farther from a Maxwellian. Under these
conditions the interpretation of measured characteristics
based on standard Langmuir probe theories, in which
homogeneous and Maxwellian plasmas are assumed, is
likely not applicable.

B. Magnetic field effects

One of the motivations of this work is to demonstrate
the importance of kinetic and nonlocal effects when in-
terpreting particle sensor measurements in plasma with
strong gradients, or when measurements are made close
to material objects. Variations in density, temperature,
and potential, occurring on a scale length of order of

one to a few centimeters are clearly visible in Fig. 4
These variations, combined with electrons magnetization
in Earth magnetic field in the lab, can lead to signifi-
cant deviations from a Maxwellian distribution function
in this experiment. With the magnetic field given in Ta-
ble II and the electron temperature in the injection re-
gion, the electron thermal gyro-radius is estimated to be
ρth,e =

√
2Te/me × me/(eB) ∼ 7 cm, where me is the

electron mass. This is comparable to scale lengths char-
acterizing variations in plasma profiles in the chamber,
and it therefore enhances the non locality of measure-
ments made at probe locations. The effect of Earth mag-
netic field and resulting electron magnetization is shown
in Fig. 5, where cross sections of the electron velocity dis-
tribution functions are shown as calculated without and
with magnetic field taken into account. The velocity dis-
tributions shown in this figure were calculated at point P
shown in Fig. 2 close to the plasma injector, using test-
kinetic particle back-tracking and electric fields obtained
with PTetra simulations35–38. In this experiment, only
electrons are magnetized. Due to their large mass and
gyro-radius, argon ions are not affected by the local mag-
netic field, and their distributions are not shown here. In

FIG. 5. Electron velocity distribution functions 5 cm from the
source region with (panels b and d) and without (panels a and
c) magnetic field in a Vx−Vy plane (top panels) and a Vz−Vx

plane (bottom panels)2. The velocities along the axes are

normalized to the electron thermal velocity, vth =
√

Te/me.

the absence of a magnetic field, the electron distribution
is a Maxwellian in the Vx−Vy plane and it is a truncated
Maxwellian in Vz −Vx plane. The truncation here is due
to the fact that the electrons are drifting in the positive
z direction and do not return back to the source region.
This is why the distribution function vanishes there for
Vz < 0. As shown in panel b and d of Fig. 5, the local
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magnetic field leads to complex structures in the electron
distribution function. This complexity arises due to the
Lorentz force experienced by the electrons. These fila-
mentary structures are due to the electron thermal gyro-
radius ∼ 7 cm, being comparable to the linear dimension
of the injection region, and the fact that the point being
considered is not sufficiently far from the end of the injec-
tion chamber (5 cm from the end) for injected electrons
to have isotropized. The structures in these distributions
are further verified by plotting sample electron trajecto-
ries reaching point P and originating from the injection
surfaces. Figure 6 shows the trajectories of 100 electrons
which are integrated backward in time from the point

where these distribution functions are computed with B⃗

(red) and without B⃗ (green). This shows that the gy-

FIG. 6. Electron trajectories computed with (red) and with-
out (green) the local magnetic field. The trajectories are cal-
culated using backtracking from the point P shown in Fig.
2. Numbers along the axes are in chamber coordinates; the
entire x axis length corresponds to the diameter of the plasma
injection disc.

ration along the field lines causes some electrons to turn
around and propagate in the −z direction at the point
considered, thus leading to a non zero distribution func-
tion when Vz < 0 in panel d, and beak-like structure in
the distribution in panel b.
The effect of Earth magnetic field on macroscopic
profiles is also visible in Fig. 7, in which cross
sections of the electric potential are shown in the
Y = 0 plane, when computed without and with
Earth magnetic field. The effect here is more sub-
tle than with the electron particle distributions,
but the the two panels of the figure show clear
differences in the profiles. In particular without
a magnetic field, the lateral regions above and be-
low the sphere are seen to be “enveloped” by a
higher potential layer, and the potential in the
wake is also noticeably larger when B = 0 than
when B ̸= 0. The figure also shows that the poten-
tial difference between the wake region on axis,
and plasma off axis, are larger when B = 0, thus

FIG. 7. Cross sections of the plasma potential profiles in the
X − Z plane passing through the center of the sphere com-
puted without (a) and with (b) Earth magnetic field. These
profiles are obtained from a PTetra simulation using the elec-
tron density and temperature which best fit the characteristic
measured by the upstream probe.

resulting in larger radial electric fields in that re-
gion.

The effect of Earth magnetic field on the probe
characteristics is found to be relatively weak, as
shown in Fig. 3. This is in contrast with no-
ticeable differences in the profiles of the electric
potential seen in Fig. 7, and the significant dif-
ferences in the electron distribution functions and
trajectories shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In view of
these differences, we therefore believe that the
Earth magnetic field should be accounted for in
similar simulations even if its effect on the two
probes considered in this particular experiment
are relatively unimportant.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A laboratory plasma experiment is simulated with the
PIC code PTetra, and the consistency of our computa-
tional approach is established by comparing simulated
and experimental characteristics. The experiment con-
ducted under well controlled and diagnosed conditions,
was designed to study basic physics relevant to satellite
interaction with space environment. In the experiment,
an argon plasma interaction with a metallic spherical
body in a vacuum chamber is studied. The current
voltage (I-V) characteristics of cylindrical Langmuir
probes are measured upstream and downstream of
a grounded conducting sphere, from which plasma
parameters are inferred using standard Langmuir probe
theory. In the simulations, the electron density and
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temperature at the injection region of the chamber are
adjusted in order to best fit measured characteristics
at the upstream probe location. Then using the same
parameters, the computed characteristic of the down-
stream probe is shown to be in good agreement with
the one obtained experimentally. Plasma parameters
inside the chamber are computed and compared with
measured values at the probe locations. The electron
temperature and plasma potential in the chamber are
found to be well reproduced while computed electron
densities are appreciably lower than the ones inferred
from local probe theory. Furthermore, the electron
thermal gyro-radius is found to be comparable to scale
lengths characterizing plasma parameter profiles in the
vacuum vessel, and to the distance between probes
and the conducting sphere. Electron magnetization
is also shown to produce significant deviations from a
Maxwellian velocity distribution, even close (∼ 5 cm) to
the injection region, where plasma is injected as per a
drifting Maxwellian distribution. Combined with spatial
gradients in the plasma density and temperature near
the probe locations, the finite electron magnetization
further accentuates the nonlocal response of the probes
to nearby plasma. That is, characteristics are not deter-
mined by local plasma parameters at probe locations,
but rather by a convolution of these parameters near the
probes.

In conclusion, the consistency between the character-
istics measured and simulated, for probes at different lo-
cations found in this experiment, supports the idea of
extending this approach to improve the interpretation
of Langmuir probe measurements in supersonic plasma
flows. With results from detailed kinetic simulations ac-
counting for the system geometry, a background mag-
netic field, and other important physical effects, it is sug-
gested that such simulations could be used to determine
the spatial distribution of plasma macroscopic and micro-
scopic properties not only at probe locations themselves,
but over a broader region between and surrounding them.
This last suggestion cannot be fully verified here owing
to the presence of only two probes in the experiment.
Further studies aimed at assessing the validity of the pro-
posed methodology should be conducted in laboratory or
space plasma, with three probes or more. It would then
be possible to ascertain to what extent and over which
regions of space, consistency between measured and sim-
ulated characteristics using a subset of probes optimally
located, can lead to similar consistency between mea-
sured and simulated characteristics at other locations.
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